Technical Writer/Editor/Content Creator

Eligibility

Full-time LSU graduate/undergraduate students in good academic standing

Location

Frey computing services

Why work for us

The student technical writers/editors/content creators will have the opportunities to practice technical writing and editing, develop interviewing skills, manage email marketing campaigns, and learn about exciting research projects.

Job duties

- Interview researchers and create research highlights for LSU High Performance Computing
- Edit and publish quarterly HPC newsletters
- Improve the HPC website by creating user-facing content such as user guides, FAQs, and short videos
- Create and administrate surveys in Qualtrics and Microsoft Form
- Work with LSU HPC staff to translate technical concepts into clear, concise, easy-to-understand user documentation

Skills required

- Strong interpersonal and communication skills
- Organized, self-motivated, with strong initiative and commitment to excellence
- Comfortable speaking with scientists and researchers

Additional requirements

- Genuine interest in science, research, and technical communication
- Able to work 10-20 hours per week between 8 am and 5 pm

Compensation

$9/hour

How to apply

Apply in Handshake or email your resume to lyan1@lsu.edu.